DIRECT SHEAR TESTS WITH EVALUATION OF VARIABLE SHEARING AREA
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Abstract. Investigations of soil shear strength properties for Baltic Sea shore sand along Klaipėda city are presented. Investigated sand angle of internal friction ($\phi$) and cohesion ($c$) is determined via two different direct shear tests procedures. First procedure is standard and ordinary in geotechnical practice, when direct shear test is provided using constant shearing area $A_0$. Second test procedure is different because shearing area according to horizontal displacement each test second is recalculated. This recalculated shearing area author’s call corrected shearing area $A$. Obtained normal and tangential stresses’ difference via two different testing procedures was 10%.
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Introduction

During the determination of soil shear strength in direct shear tests soil shearing area and position is well known due to the apparatus construction (see Fig. 1). As shown in Figure 1, shearing area appears between top and bottom shearing rings during the shearing test procedure in a soil sample.

Some of the devices are able to test square (Zhang et al. 2001; Lai 2004) or circular (Kang et al. 2013; Lai 2004; Amšiejus et al. 2014; Alikonis et al. 1999; Yuan et al. 2013) soil samples and in both cases there is a possibility to do a test with different testing device scale (Ohja, Trivedi 2013; Radu et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2009). Nevertheless, in all cases of soil shearing testing procedure which are mentioned above, a constant soil shearing $A_0$ is used.

The main purpose of this study is to implement corrected shearing area into testing procedure during soil shearing test. In this case due to the reduced shearing area at the different horizontal displacement shearing area is recalculated which is called corrected shearing area $A$.

Shearing area corrections

As the test progresses, the area of soil-to-soil contact reduces. If it is accepted to use a constant shearing area $A_0$ in testing procedure, vertical stress ($\sigma_n$) is calculated very simply – vertical force (F) is divided by constant area ($\sigma_n = F/A_0$). In the same way the shearing stress is calculated ($\tau = H/A_0$).

In this study circular soil sample and universal soil shearing device ADS 1/3 was used (Amšiejus et al. 2014; Skuodis et al. 2013). For a circular sample, displacement leads to soil-to-soil contact through the hatched area shown in Figure 2.

For a sample diameter $d$ (see Fig. 2) the original area is calculated by (Lai 2004):

$$A_0 = \frac{\pi \cdot d^2}{4},$$

where $d$ is a sample diameter.
Assuming that soil shearing area during the testing procedure is variable, the corrected shearing area is calculated by:

\[
A = 2 \cdot \left( \frac{(d \cdot 0.5)^2 \cdot \pi}{360^\circ} \cdot a \cos \left( \frac{h_{disp} \cdot 0.5}{d \cdot 0.5} \right) - \left[ (0.5 \cdot h_{disp} \cdot 0.5 \cdot \sin \left( a \cos \left( \frac{h_{disp} \cdot 0.5}{d \cdot 0.5} \right) \right) \right] \right)
\]

\[\cdot \left( d \cdot 0.5 \right) \cdot 2, \quad (2)\]

where \(d\) is a sample diameter and \(h_{disp}\) (see Fig. 3) is a horizontal displacement.

It is very important to use external horizontal displacement transducer (see Fig. 3) in order to avoid measuring errors. If a horizontal displacement is measured by internal horizontal displacement transducer which is inside device, an inaccurate measuring appears at test procedure’s start and end.

This measuring error is related with computer which controls testing procedure and with device operation principle. When computer gives a command for device to move horizontally, the movement of mechanical parts doesn’t start immediately, because device engine is not able to be as fast as computer. Because of this engine delay it is not possible to reach desirable horizontal displacement velocity 0.5 mm/min at the start and end of testing procedure.

When implementing formulae (2) directly into testing procedure, corrected shearing area \(A\) is obtained which depends only from horizontal displacement. Than according to corrected area it is possible to recalculate normal and tangential stress. Corrected shearing area recalculation time step depends on the horizontal displacement values’ recording interval. It is suggested to choose time interval about 0.5–1.0 s. In this investigations 1.0 s data recording interval was used, therefore vertical and horizontal load was recalculated after each second to keep desired vertical and tangential stress.

**Experimental investigations**

The investigated site occurs near the North part of Klaipėda city in Giruliai at the Baltic Sea coast. The Lithuanian coast (nearshore and coastal zone) character of the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea is ranging from erosional to the accumulative types (Grigelis 1996). In this area Holocene marine sand (m IV) occurred (Skuodis et al. 2014). Investigated site has a flat surface of relief (Česnulevičius 1998). The average density of particles (\(\rho\)) varies from 2.65 to 2.67 g/cm\(^3\) respectively and void ratio (\(e\)) changes from 0.474 to 0.778 (Dundulis et al. 2004, 2006). For this investigation loose air dry sand samples with initial void ratio \(e_0 = 0.784\) were used. For investigated sand small admixture of organic dust (1.3–1.6 %) makes sand blackish brown (Gasiūnienė 1998) (see Fig. 4).

Before shearing stage a soil sample was loaded with 100, 200 and 300 kPa vertical stress. During shearing procedure on top of the sample constant vertical stress was kept and horizontal displacement velocity 0.5 mm/min was used (Amšiejus et al. 2002). Soil grading curve according to Paige-Green (1999) is given in Figure 5.

**Analysis of obtained results**

Investigations with soil direct shear apparatus ADS 1/3 were performed. Soil samples have been loaded with follo-
wing magnitudes of 100, 200 and 300 kPa. Shearing stress path which was obtained using constant shearing area ($A_0$) is presented in Figure 6.

Simple comparison of differences in stress paths which appear due to using different shearing area formulas is presented in Figure 7. In this case soil direct shear test was made controlling vertical stress according to $A_0$.

For direct shear test applying corrected shearing area $A$, vertical stress on top of the sample is recalculated each second according to horizontal displacement. The same recalculation of tangential stress is done during test procedure. In Figure 8 comparison of stress paths is shown from test which was made using corrected shearing area $A$.

In the two testing procedures, which are mentioned above (Figure 7 and 8), with evaluation of peak shearing strength parameters, obtained vertical and tangential stress difference at the peak shearing stress is 10%. This stress difference appears and with other vertical loading magnitudes (200 and 300 kPa). Comparison of stress differences when shearing test is made using corrected shearing area is given in Figure 9.

Analysis of peak shearing strength values revealed that the difference between two testing procedures is very small (see Fig. 10 and Table 1). But the difference of stress magnitudes (normal and tangential) for investigated sand was the same ~ 10% (see Table 2).
Fig. 10. Comparison of peak shearing strength parameters.

Table 1. Peak shearing strength values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>φ, °</th>
<th>c, kPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>28.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₂</td>
<td>28.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Stresses magnitudes at peak shearing strength

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σₙ, kPa</th>
<th>τₙ, kPa</th>
<th>σₙ, kPa</th>
<th>τₙ, kPa</th>
<th>Δσₙ, %</th>
<th>Δτₙ, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100.14</td>
<td>61.20</td>
<td>89.89</td>
<td>54.94</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>11.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199.75</td>
<td>105.51</td>
<td>181.16</td>
<td>95.69</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>10.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.20</td>
<td>184.76</td>
<td>271.38</td>
<td>167.02</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>10.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing shearing strength parameters which were obtained from different testing procedures it was found that the angle of internal friction has almost no changes (see Table 1). This effect is explained by Ghazavi (2008) and Bareither et al. (2008). Evaluating stress magnitudes, it is very important to know at what stress level it is necessary to make the test. This research work has showed that evaluating corrected shearing area during the direct shear test procedure it is possible to increase stress evaluation accuracy for 10%. This stress accuracy magnitude was determined for investigated sand. For different soil types it is necessary to carry out additional experimental investigations, because stress difference which is obtained from two different testing procedures depends on horizontal displacement and peak shearing strength (see Fig. 11). Testing other soil types horizontal displacement magnitude at peak shearing strength can be different.

Conclusions

1. The analysis of shearing strength parameters has shown that an angle of internal friction doesn’t change (see Table 1), if a different testing procedure is used.
2. In the tests with corrected shearing area 10% stress difference was obtained comparing with tests which were made using a constant shearing area. This stress difference helps to increase initial stress selection more accurately.
3. Authors suggest to do the experimental tests with other soil types and with different soil density in order to determine stress differences in the two examined testing procedures.
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